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1. Scientific notation in exerquiz

The exerquiz package generally supports scientific notation for constants.
The form supported is aE([+]|-)d, where a is a decimal number and d is
an natural number preceded by an optional plus (+) or a minus (-) sign.
The notation Thus, 2.1E-2 = 2.1 × 10−2 = 0.021.

We pose the following question:

Enter the number 0.00001 in scientific notation:

Try entering answers such as 1E-5, 0.1E-4, 2*0.05E-4 and so on, in addi-
tion to incorrect answers.

The verbatim listing of the math input box is,

\RespBox[\rectW{1in}]{1E-5}{1}{0}{[0,1]}

You’ll note that the tolerance, the fourth parameter listed in the command
is set to zero. In this case, reldiffCompare is used as the default compare
function and we set the tolerance to some small value. The small value is
the value of the command \eq@defaultRDPrecision, which can be set by
\defaultRDPrecision. The default definition of the latter command is

\defaultRDPrecision{1E-14}

2. Scientific notation with dljslib

This is a normalized form of scientific notation that is not supported by
what is provided built into the exerquiz package. Normalized scientific no-
tation is aE([+]|-)d, where 1 ≤ |a| < 10, and d is one or more digits
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prefixed by a minus sign (-), or an optional plus sign (+). For example, one
representation of 0.1788 is 17.88E-2, but this is not a normalized form.
The normalized form is 1.788E-1.

To obtain support for normalized scientific notation, select the option
limitArith of the dljslib package and use the SciNotResp filtering function.
The coefficient a must be a literal number otherwise it gets flagged as not
in scientific notation.

We again pose the following question:

Enter the number 0.00001 in normalized scientific notation:

Try entering answers such as 1E-5, 0.1E-4, and 2*0.05E-4 as before, but
the only correct answer is the first one since its in normalized form. The
first is the correct answer, the second (0.1E-4) is flagged as not being in
normalized scientific notation, and the third (2*0.05E-4) gets flagged since
its coefficient is not a literal number.

The verbatim listing of the math input box is,

\RespBox[\rectW{1in}]{1E-5}{1}{0}{[0,1]}
[{priorParse:SciNotResp}]

The filtering function SciNotResp determines if the number is in scientific
notation and if it is in normalized form.

When using SciNotResp, the only response in the input field must be
a number (in scientific notation).
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2.1. A refined variation

In the previous page, an answer of .1E-4 gets flagged and the student must
put it in normalized form to get a right or wrong response. The answer
.1E-4 is equal to 0.00001, but it is not the correct normalized version. In
this next question, the student is allowed to enter “correct” answers (that
are not in normalized form), these are allowed to pass through and are
judged wrong.

We again pose the following question:

Enter the number 0.00001 in normalized scientific notation:

Here, 1E-5 is the only correct answer, an answer of 0.1E-4 does not get
flagged as in the previous problem but is judged wrong. As we noted before
0.1E-4 = 0.00001 but is not in normalized form.

The verbatim listing of the math input box is,

\RespBox[\rectW{.75in}]{1.0E-5}{1}{0}{[0,1]}
[{priorParse:SciNotNoNotify,postParse:postSciNotResp}]

The special filter SciNotNoNotify is used in place of SciNotResp. This
former function is the same as SciNotResp but does not do the notification
when the number is not in normalized form. The postParse routine named
postSciNotResp is the one that judges whether answer such as 0.1E-4,
which is numerically equal to 1.0E-5, is going to called right or wrong.
This procedure says 0.1E-4 is wrong.
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2.2. A quiz

The first question warns you if you have not entered a number using
normalized scientific notation. Uses SciNotResp.

1. Convert 123.4 to scientific notation.

123.4 =

This next question allows you to enter a non-normalized form; no warning
issued but grades it as wrong. Uses SciNotNoNotify and postSciNotResp.

2. Convert 123.4 to normalized scientific notation.

123.4 =
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\section{Scientific notation in \textsf{exerquiz}}

The \textsf{exerquiz} package generally supports scientific notation for
constants. The form supported is \texttt{aE([+]|-)d}, where \texttt{a} is
a decimal number and \texttt{d} is an natural number preceded by an
optional plus (\texttt{+}) or a minus (\texttt{-}) sign. The notation
Thus, $\texttt{2.1E-2} = 2.1\times10^{-2}=0.021$.

\medskip\noindent We pose the following question:
\begin{flushleft}
\begin{oQuestion}{sciNotation1}
Enter the number $0.00001$ in scientific notation:
\RespBox[\rectW{.75in}]{1E-5}{1}{0}{[0,1]}
\end{oQuestion}
\end{flushleft}
Try entering answers such as \texttt{1E-5}, \texttt{0.1E-4},
\texttt{2*0.05E-4} and so on, in addition to incorrect answers.

\medskip\noindent
The verbatim listing of the math input box is,
\begin{verbatim}
    \RespBox[\rectW{1in}]{1E-5}{1}{0}{[0,1]}
\end{verbatim}
You'll note that the \emph{tolerance}, the fourth parameter listed in the
command is set to zero. In this case, \texttt{reldiffCompare} is used as
the default compare function and we set the tolerance to some small value.
The small value is the value of the command \verb!\eq@defaultRDPrecision!,
which can be set by \verb!\defaultRDPrecision!. The default definition of
the latter command is
\begin{verbatim}
    \defaultRDPrecision{1E-14}
\end{verbatim}

\section{Scientific notation with \textsf{dljslib}}

This is a normalized form of scientific notation that is not supported by
what is provided built into the \textsf{exerquiz} package. Normalized
scientific notation is \texttt{aE([+]|-)d}, where $1\le|\texttt{a}|<10$,
and \texttt{d} is one or more digits prefixed by a minus sign
(\texttt{-}), or an optional plus sign (\texttt{+}). For example, one
representation of 0.1788 is \texttt{17.88E-2}, but this is not a
normalized form. The normalized form is \texttt{1.788E-1}.

To obtain support for normalized scientific notation, select the option
\texttt{limitArith} of the \textsf{dljslib} package and use the
\texttt{SciNotResp} filtering function. The coefficient \texttt{a} must be
a literal number otherwise it gets flagged as not in scientific notation.

\medskip\noindent We again pose the following question:
\begin{flushleft}
\begin{oQuestion}{sciNotation2}
Enter the number $0.00001$ in normalized scientific notation:
\RespBox[\rectW{.75in}]{1.0E-5}{1}{0}{[0,1]}[{priorParse:SciNotResp}]
\end{oQuestion}
\end{flushleft}
Try entering answers such as \texttt{1E-5}, \texttt{0.1E-4},
and \texttt{2*0.05E-4} as before, but the only correct answer
is the first one since its in normalized form. The first is the correct
answer, the second (\texttt{0.1E-4}) is flagged as not being in normalized
scientific notation, and the third (\texttt{2*0.05E-4}) gets flagged since
its coefficient is  not a literal number.

\medskip\noindent
The verbatim listing of the math input box is,
\begin{verbatim}
    \RespBox[\rectW{1in}]{1E-5}{1}{0}{[0,1]}
        [{priorParse:SciNotResp}]
\end{verbatim}
The filtering function \texttt{SciNotResp} determines if the number is in
scientific notation and if it is in normalized form.

When using \texttt{SciNotResp}, the only response in the input field must
be a number (in scientific notation).

\newpage

\subsection{A refined variation}

In the previous page, an answer of \texttt{.1E-4} gets flagged and the
student must put it in normalized form to get a right or wrong response.
The answer \texttt{.1E-4} is equal to 0.00001, but it is not the correct
normalized version. In this next question, the student is allowed to enter
``correct'' answers (that are not in normalized form), these are allowed
to pass through and are judged wrong.

\medskip\noindent We again pose the following question:
\begin{flushleft}
\begin{oQuestion}{sciNotation3}
Enter the number $0.00001$ in normalized scientific notation:
\RespBox[\rectW{.75in}]{1.0E-5}{1}{0}{[0,1]}
    [{priorParse:SciNotNoNotify,postParse:postSciNotResp}]
\end{oQuestion}
\end{flushleft}
Here, \texttt{1E-5} is the only correct answer, an answer of
\texttt{0.1E-4} does not get flagged as in the previous problem but is
judged wrong. As we noted before $\texttt{0.1E-4}=0.00001$ but is not in
normalized form.


\medskip\noindent
The verbatim listing of the math input box is,
\begin{verbatim}
\RespBox[\rectW{.75in}]{1.0E-5}{1}{0}{[0,1]}
    [{priorParse:SciNotNoNotify,postParse:postSciNotResp}]
\end{verbatim}
The special filter \texttt{SciNotNoNotify} is used in
place of \texttt{SciNotResp}. This former function is the same as
\texttt{SciNotResp} but does not do the notification when the number is
not in normalized form. The \texttt{postParse} routine named
\texttt{postSciNotResp} is the one that judges whether answer such as
\texttt{0.1E-4}, which is numerically equal to \texttt{1.0E-5}, is going
to called right or wrong. This procedure says \texttt{0.1E-4} is wrong.

\subsection{A quiz}

\useBeginQuizButton[\CA{Start}]
\useEndQuizButton[\CA{End}]

\begin{quiz*}{SciNotQz}
The first question warns you if you have not entered a number using
normalized scientific notation. Uses \texttt{SciNotResp}.
\begin{questions}
\item Convert 123.4 to scientific notation.
\[ 123.4 = \RespBoxMath{1.234E+2}*{1}{0}{[0,1]}
    [{priorParse:SciNotResp}]\kern1bp
    \CorrAnsButton{1.234E+2} \]
\pushquestions
This next question allows you to enter a non-normalized form; no warning
issued but grades it as wrong. Uses \texttt{SciNotNoNotify} and
\texttt{postSciNotResp}.
\popquestions
\item Convert 123.4 to \emph{normalized} scientific notation.
\[ 123.4 = \RespBoxMath{1.234E+2}*{1}{0}{[0,1]}
    [{priorParse:SciNotNoNotify,postParse:postSciNotResp}]%
    \kern1bp\CorrAnsButton{1.234E+2} \]
\end{questions}
\end{quiz*}\quad\ScoreField{\currQuiz}\kern1bp\CorrButton{\currQuiz}

\medskip\noindent
Ans: \AnswerField{\currQuiz}
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